LASSO Meeting Minutes
9/22/2016
I.
II.
III.

IV.

V.

Call to order: Becky called to order the meeting of LASSO at 4:31 in the conference area
in Building C.
Role call: Jacelyn Neuleib, Cameron Ruiz, John Harker, Stephanie, Becky Graham, and
Dr. Rabchuk.
Meeting Minutes:
A. How LASSO can become involved in connecting local businesses with students
needing internships.
1. We established the need that was brought up at the last SES for a tangible
relationship to be made between businesses in the QC needing expertise
and students that need experience.
2. We decided that in the time between this meeting and the next we will
gather the necessary information about whether the Leatherneck Link is
ready to have students directed there, how we can assist Audrey, and what
tangible role LASSO can play. We will look into what steps need to be
taken to take a survey to increase student awareness of how they can
receive assistance.
3. We all are assigned with thinking of what questions need to be on a survey
to be put together next meeting.
Items for Curtis:
A. Things that Curtis needs us to get done so we can be official. We discussed the
procedure for taking and sharing minutes, how we will vote on a constitution,
procedure for event evaluations. We all accepted our roles as outlined in the
officer positions handout. John volunteered to be our representative at SGA. We
took photos for the LAS website, and discussed how we plan to take photos and
write about future events for the Edge and the website.
B. We decided that submitting event information to the Edge would attract more
students to SES events.
Upcoming Events:
A. Becky reminded the group that the 100,000 Poets for Change event we are co
sponsoring is happening this Saturday. She also let us know of IDEAS upcoming
Murder Mystery Costume event. IDEAS is intending to host their “Coffee House
Bash” poetry reading in April, as well as a trip to the Prenzi Players this
December. Since these are both events which LASSO hosted in IDEAS absence
we have the option to co sponsor these events. We decided that we would table
deciding to either sponsor those events until we decide if we want to replace them
with our own new events.

VI.

VII.

1. We still want to host a science oriented event in November. Macomb has
an observance event that we are considering mirroring in the QC. When
Linnea and Drew are present we will discuss it further.
2. IDEAS has expressed interest in doing a bus trip in the spring. We
tentatively plan on the trip being to the art museum in Chicago, but need
to host the event with at least 4 other student groups. We have budgeted a
portion of the cost of the busses for this trip.
a) Jacelyn is going to send Dr. Rabchuk text for a Facebook reminder
of the 100,000 Poets event.
New Business:
A. John suggested a new event could be a LASSO Christmas party at the end of the
semester.
Adjournment: Becky adjourned the meeting at 6:00.

